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INTRODUCTION 
'Ihe purpose of this specification is to establish stardards and controls 
for the procxlrement of wide channel bandwidth one-ind.1 video magnetic 
recording tapes for very Long ~ a s e  Interfenmeter P I )  system 
applications. 
The Magnetic Tape Certification Facility (MIXI?) currently has an 
established program for the (Quality proctuds L i s t  (QPL) testing ard 
aceptame testing for all new analog and digital magnetic tapes and 
IBEyIBM aaqatible 3480 tape cartridges pm&ased by NASA4oddard. 
m i v e  tests are corducrted in the MICF on a yearly basis for QPL 
qualification. 
tapes received by NAsA-Goddard. 
' I h e m l n a h t a s  ' three specifications for the QPL and a=- testing 
of magnetic tapes. NASA Technical lhmmnlm 79724 (GSFC specification for 
Intermediate and wideband ~nstrumentation ~agnetic Recording Tape) is used 
for the QPL and acCeptiinae testing of new analog tapes; NASA Technical 
Memrandum 80599 (GSFC Specification for Electronic Data  procesSing 
Magnetic €&cording Tape) is used for the QPL and acceptance testing of new 
digital tapes; and NASA Tkchnical Memoranknu 100702 (Specification for 
IBy/I€M ccanpatible 3480 Tape m i d g e )  iS used for the QPL and acceptance 
testing of new IEeyIBM 3480 canpatfile magnetic tape Cartridges. This 
specification will be used for the QPL and acCeptam=e testing of new wide 
channel banlwidth one-inch video magnetic mrding tapes. 
Acceptam=e tests are conducted on every lot of magnetic 
T h e  one-inch video tapes used by the Jet prorxilsion Laboratory, the Deep 
specification. 
system applications. 'Ihe VLBI system is used for the tracking of quasars 
and the support of interplanetary qloration such as the Russian phobos- 
Mars Mission. 
space Network and the Haystack clbsemabry will be oavered by this 
These NASA stations will use the video taps for their VU31 
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"ION?& AND SPACE -ON 
lhis specification w a s  develcped by the Goddard Space Flight  Center (GSFC) 
Magr&dc Tape certification Fi&lity (MXF), Gmenbelt, MD 20771 and the 
tion's Jet Propulsion Laboratory Naticmal Aeronautics and Spaas Adrrrrmstra 
(JPL). 'Ibis specification gaxxally reflects available state-of-the-art 
prcducts. 
562.2. 
a .  
Copies of this specification may be cbtained frcan the ax, code 
1.1 Scape. lhis specification covers the detailed -ts for wide 
channel barrdwidth one-inch transverse oriented video magnetic recording 
tapes, which are waxxi on reels or hubs, and which are designed for use in 
Very Iixq ~ a s e  Interfemneter (m) recording system applications. 
1.2 Classification. w l e s  of the tape types covered by this 
specification are 
Designator 
designated in the following fom: 
Reference 
TVT 
m 
1000 
SB 
Basic Indicator. 
general application for a particular type of 
tape. Ihe basic indicator is tYt"T1g for tape, 
video type. 
The basic indicator defines the 
BackimpIhickness Indicator. The backing and 
thickness indicator carbines tsm letters as an 
indicator. The f i r s t  letter iaentifies the type 
of backing m a t e r i a l  and the second letter 
indicates the llcpnindl thickness of the backing. 
The backing material i s  indicated by the letter 
I ~ H I I  for polyester base film. The backing 
material ad a nominal thichess of 1.0 mil is 
defined by the letter for Yhh. 
Width Irrdicator. 
mmindl w i d t h  of the tape in thousandths of an 
inch. 
The w i d t h  indicator is the 
Bel or Hub Indicator. 
is identified by letters. 
The reel or hub indicator 
The reels and hubs 
1 
shdll m o m  to the r=qh=n- of the W-R-175D 
specification unless otherwise specified. 
9100 Indicator.  he length Mcator is the 
nminal length, in feet, of a tape wound on a 
reel or hub. 
2.1 specifications and standards: lfbe folluwing documerrts of the issues 
in effect on the date of hitation for bids, or request for proposal, form 
a part of this specification to the exterrt specified herein: 
Federal Specifications: 
GP-378 Plastic, sheet and Strip, Thin Gauge, Polyolefin. 
WR-175D Reels and )Iubs for Magnetic Recording Tape, -1 
specification for. 
Center Hole. 
W-R-l75D/l WS, Standard, Plastic, and Fiberglass ,  5/16 inch 
W-R-l75D/2 W Hubs, standard, Fiberglass and Metallic, 3- 
inch Center Hole. 
W-R-l75D/3 Reels, staxbrd, Fiberglass Md Metallic, 3-inch 
center Hole. 
W-R-l75D/4 W s ,  Precision, Aluminum and Magnesium, 3-inch 
Center Hole. 
W-R-l75D/6 Reels, Precision, Glass Flange with Aluminum Hub, 
3-incfi center Hole. 
PFP-B-636H Box, Shipping, Fbe&oard. 
-0 Tape, Pressmesensitive ?!dhesive, waterproof for 
Packaging and sealing. 
HH-I-59% Insulation Tape, Electrical, Pressuresensitive, 
Adhesive Plastic. 
Federal Test Methcd Std. No. 406 - Plastics: Methods of 
Testing. 
Federal Test Method Std. No. 406/1013 - Tensile properties of 
Thin sheets and 
Filnrs. 
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Federal T k s t  Method std. No. 406/4041 - Electrical 
Resistance. 
Military Specifications: 
Mm-STE105D - -ling hrocedures and Wles for Inspection 
by Attributes. 
NHB 5300.4(1C) - NASA Quality Publication - Inspection 
prwisions for suppliers of Space Materials, 
mrts, ccprp?anents, andservice. 
2.2 other publications. Rre: folluwing document(s) form a part of this 
specification to the extent specified herein. unless a specific issue is 
identified, the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bids, or 
request for praposals, shall apply: 
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASIM) Standard 
D638 - Tensile praPert.ies of Plastics: Methods of Test for. 
Irrter-Range Instrumentat.ion Qwup (IRIG) -: 
No. 106-77 - Memetry standards. 
3. - 
3.1 GenerdL ts. ?he video tapes -lied under this 
specification shall be new and shall have been tested for amfoxmince to 
specified herrein. 
of NASA Quality publication NHB 5300.4 (1C) . the- the- 
3.1.1 - qualification. Qualification testing shall be amiuc td  at 
the Magnetic  ape certificati.on Facility (MEF), Goddard Space night 
Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771 and shall mnsist of all tests listed in this 
section. 
r a p h m m b  listed in this specification, unless othewise specified. 
Qualification of a particular tape type of a given base material, 
thic)aess, width,  oxide, and perfommce characteristics shall constitute 
qualification of all tapes of identical characteristics regardless of 
length. 
Goddard Space Flight Center. 
In adlition, the supplier nust have met 
All samples subjected to these tests must  also confom to the 
 erei in after, the term certifying agency shall mean the NASA 
3.1.1.1 qualified Pmducts Idst. The video tapes supplied under this 
specificatim shall be prcducts w h i c h  have been tested and have passed the 
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qualification tests specified herein, and that are listed or w e d  for 
listing on the applicable Federal Qualified Pmducts L i s t  (QPL). 
3.1.1.2 Qualified Pmduct Testing. Pm3ucts may be submitted by 
pmspective suppliers of video tapes on dates to be announced by the 
certifyhyagency. A p r o s p e c t . l  've sqplier may suhnit only the type of 
video tape reqLEested for testixq on these suhruss ' iondates. Qualifying 
video tapes suhuitted nust be identified by a manufacturer's designator, 
Shculd the sulmitted pruduct fail to meet the specification as defined 
herein, the certifying agency reserves the right to refuse to accept such a 
product for additiaal qualifications tests until satisfactory data and 
test re su l t s  have been sul-snitted Mcat ing  
deficiencies. Ihe certifying agency shall accept only one type of video 
tape for qualification testing fran each prospective supplier within any 
me-year perid. 
specification and technical. data shall be suhuitted w i t h  the video tape 
sanples. The certifying agency reserves the right to levy a charge to 
cover the cost of product qualification testing; however, such charges 
shall only be made wfren so specified in the proammat documents. 
'un of product 
aopies of the manufacturer's pririted CQRnerCidl 
3.1.1.3 sauples for Qualification. The m l e  size shall mist of 
thirty (30) video tapes for each part icular  type of a given base material, 
thiciaess, mide and performance characteristics for which qualification is 
deshd,. All sanples shdll be sulrmitted 091 reels which oonform to the 
m@mnmts of this specification unless ' specified. Rbe 
manufactumr shall also sutpnit test data shawing that each video tape type 
for which qualification is desirea has sucxlessfully met all of the 
mqknmts of this specification. 
3.1.1.4 -le Disposition. Sanples suhnitted for qualification shall be 
retained by the certifying agency. 
3.1.1.5 Qualification Withdrawal. A supplier's qualified pmdwk listing 
shall be withdrawn for any of the following reasons: 
offered under contract does not meet the requiremerrts of the specification; 
(2) the manufacturer is delivering a product differing in material -or 
manufacturing process hran the one oriqimlly qualified; or (3) other 
reasqns cunsidexd to be sufficient by the certifying agency. 
(1) the pmduct 
3.1.1-6 EZequalification. A supplier's product, once witMrawn fmm the 
QPL, shall nut be accepted for requalification within one year fmm the 
date of prduct listing withdrawal notice and until satisfactory data and 
test results have been sutanitted to the certifying agency by the supplier 
M a t i n g  correction of the product's fault(s) . 
3.1.1.7 process change. Qualification and certification of a supplier's 
product under this specification, once established, applies only to those 
video tapes manufachred by the specific process in use at the time of 
qualification. All process changes shall be reported to the certifying 
agency indicating the extent and prabable effect of such changes on the 
delivered product. The oertifying agency reserves the right to require six 
weeks notice, and sufficient sanples of the new product for quality 
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tests, from the supplier prior to delivery of products 
marrufactured under any such dmnge i n  process. Ihe forego- -, 
quality cxmtrol, and testing ilecessary to ensure that a l l  products 
delivered under this specification are equal to or better than those 
products originally suhitted for qualification. 
3.1.2 I& Size and Defh.itiai. On orders excedmg 1000 video tapes, the 
IMximrm lot size shall be 1000. For orders of less than 1000 video tapes, 
the lot size may be the order size.  A lot  shall consist of video tapes of 
the same type that have been inanufactured and process& for the same bat& 
or  mix of the basic coating materials used in the production of the video 
tape. This batch or mix shal:L be sufficient to a s w e  q l i a n c e  w i t h  lot 
size requirements . 
process, a lot shall consist of video tapes selected f m  CanaUTent 
pmduction runs to meet lot  s.ize req;uirements. 
3.1.3 Carpatibility. The video taps supplied under this specificatian 
shall nut act as an inhibitor. 
shall nut be degraded by the use of the tapes supplied under this 
specification. 
have perfonmnce characteristics such that no degradation of system 
perfonnance shall result  fram use of such tape; i.e, frequency response, 
signal/noise, sensitivity, wave length response, output level, etc. 
In the case of a continuous hatching or production 
me performance of other magnetic tapes 
The video taps  supplied under this specification shall 
3.1.4 Materials 
3.1.4.1 Tape. T h e  video tape -lied under this specification shall be 
new and shall consist of a l a y e r  of magnetic material .  on a suitable backing 
material and shall have the physical, magnetic, and ather characteristics 
as specified herein. 
3.1.4.2 lbcic ccxpuds. Materials whi& may cause bodily harm thnxagh 
contact, inhalation or ingestion during nonnal use of the video tapes shall 
notbeused. 
3.1.4.3 Flannnable Materials. Materials w h i &  w i l l  ignite fran a match 
flame and when so ignited w i l l  continue to b r n  in  a still mxbon dioxide 
envirolnrrent shall nut be used. 
3.1.5 Fbels and Hubs. The reels and hubs shall amfonn to the 
of W-R-l75D, unless crtherwise specified. 
3.1.6 Splices. A l l  video tapes supplied under this specification shall 
have tape lengths which are continuous and splice free. 
3.1.7 Operating Whnnmt. Operating temperatures shall range for 50 to 
90 degrees F (10 to 32 degrees C) and relative humidity frcnn 20 t o  80 
percent. 
3.1.8 Storage Envhntwnt. A f t e r  storage for one year from date of 
delivery a t  40 to 120 degrees F (5 to 49 degrees C) and 20 to 80 percent 
relative humidity, no deteriaration of magnetic &de, binder, or base 
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material shall take place fich w i l l  prevent the magnetic tape fran 
the specification. 
3.1.9 W0r)aMnshl 'PandGeTEEtlEXaIUEi ' tion 
3.1.9.1 WorlaMnsh-1 'p. 'Ihe video tapes shall be manufactured and processed 
in a careful and wxkmanUce manner in accordance w i t h  good pxactice. A l l  
surfaces of the tapes shdll be free fran raised edges, dust, fl-, 
pcrwder, holes, saatches, creases, or any other defects which wmld render 
the tape unsuitable for its intended use. 
3.1.9.2 Generdl EsormM ' tion. ?he tapes as init ially received fran the 
defects listed in Table 11. 
supplier shall be exarmned - to- ' thatthetapesarefreefranthe 
3.1.10 physical Damage. All video tapes supplied under this specification 
shall be free f r m  physical damage. 
- i d l y  damaged during any quality assuram=e test- shall be considered 
a failure. 
Any tape that is faud  to be 
3.1.11 Frictional vibration. Rrictional vibration manifests itself as a 
frequency ard amplitude modtulation of a recoxded signal ard may be 
acccpnpanied by an audible squeal as the tap passes over the guides ard 
heads of the recorder. 
equally thruughout the oxide coat% thiclcness. The lubricant IIpust not 
exhibit harmful effects to tape transports, ccPnpOnentS, or performance. 
3.2 -on 
3.2.1 -ibfiity for Inspe&ion. Unless Crtherwise specified in the 
cmtract or  plrchase order, the supplier is responsible for the perfonname 
of a l l  inspection requiremerrts as specified herein. Except as atherwise 
specified, the supplier may u t i l i ze  his own facil i t ies or  any other 
caranercial labomtory acceptable to the gcrrenrment. aZe government 
reserves the right to perfonn any of the inspections set forth i n  the 
specification where such inspectionS are d d  necessary to ensure that 
supplies and services conform to presQcibed requiremen;ts. 
3.2.2 Quality confonname Inspection. Ihe supplier shall be responsible 
for the perfonnance of quality conformance hspections. 
shall select a -le nunber of video tapes fran each lot offered for 
delivery and shall subject the sanples to the examinations and tests 
necessary to ensure Canpliance w i t h  the specification -. 
-re, every tape in any lot offered for delivery shall be 100 
specification. 
The tape shall contain a lubricarrt dispersed 
Ihe amtractor 
percent dropcut tested to  ensure CQnPliance w i t h  the of this 
3.2.3 Req?orting of Quality canformance Inspection. Unless otherwise 
directea by the contracting officer, the supplier shall maintain a ccaqlete 
record of a l l  production test results for the duration of the oontract. 
?he pruduction test records shall include the infonnation necessary to 
identify the lot, the video tapes, the inspection, and the date of the 
6 
test. 
3.3.1 standard Temperature ald Humidity. The stxdard temperature and 
relative humidity. lmis is t ] ~  tenperatme and humidity used for 
ccrditianiq and/or makirrg tests and- unless otherwise 
specified. 
hud.di.ty 75 +/- 5 IF (24 +/- 3 C), and 50 +/- 5 
3.3.2 Qualification -le Preliminary conditioning. Preliminary 
c0mIitionh-q of each video tape w i l l  be required prior to qualification 
testixy, unless uthexwise specified, to  relieve stcresses and establish 
uni foe ty .  The video tapes :shall be canditioned a t  125 +/- 5 degrees F 
(52 +/- 3 degrees C) , and 80 to 90 percerrt relative hmidity for 3 haurs. 
?he video tapes shall be coaditianed a t  70 +/- 5 degrees F (21 +/- 3 
degrees C), and 50 +/- 5 pemmt relative humidiw for a mhhmn of 3 
hours. 'Ihis temperature-humidity cycle shall be repeated w i t h  the 
transitions, of 24 hours. After the las t  cycle, the video tapes shall then 
be held in a man ConditiQned a t  the Standard Tenperature and Humidity for 
a mininum of 24 haurs before iXIy tests are made. Preliminary conditioning 
shall not be required for wlier quality conformance or acceptance 
testing. 
3.4.1 Tape Wind. 
hub, in a clockwise directi on, Le., wfien the reel is viewed fran the 
frmt, the loose end of the t;3pe shall hang fmn the right side of the 
reel. 
The tape slnall be kctd, oxide surfaoe tmmc'd the reel 
3.4.1.1 Wamd Pi le  Elwelope. 
manufacturer shall be smothly wound to form an integral m a s s  and shall not 
be loose either axially or circumferatially. 
folds, buckling, cinching, sp-, or gaps be- the tape layers. 
edges of the wound tape shall be in a single plane w i t h  a minimrm of 
protsuding tape e e s ,  layers, or groups of layers. 
wwnd in such a manner that it w i l l  nut be physically damaged on either 
edge resulting in functional failure. 
The tape as in i t ia l ly  received fmn the 
There shall be no visible 
The 
T h e  tape shall be 
3.4.2 D i n e n s i o n s  
3.4.2.1 Length. The tape length shall be 9150 
3.4.2.2 W i d t h .  The w i d t h  of the tape shall be 
inch. 
3.4.2.3 'Ihickness. The -1 thickness of the 
(d 1. 
feet +/- 100 feet. 
1.000 inch +0.000/-0.004 
base film shall be 1.0 mil 
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3.4.2.4 Oxide Coating 'Ihic)aess. T h e  thickness of the oxide coatirq shall 
be 0.20 mil (numinal). 
3.4.2.5 Backcoat lbkknes. T h e  thickness of the back coating shall be 
0.04 mil (ncpninal). 
3.4.2.6 '@'IF' Value. Ihe mininum '@'IF' (tape to flarrge) value shall not be 
less than 0.125 inch. Ihe '?IF* value is defined as the radial distan=e by 
wh ich  the reel f l v  extend beymd the a k e ~ ~ ~ &  layer of tape when the 
tape is w u u d  at a tension of 8 ounces +/- 2 cx~ly=es. 
3.4.3 Slitting 
3.4.3.1 . Ihe tape edges shall be cut clean with no ragged 
coating or backing. NO torn particles shall be clinging b the edges of 
the tape. Ihe coating shall not be mashed or fractured along the edges. 
3.4.3.2 Test EquiInent. A micmsmpe with lOOx magnification. 
3.4.3.3 -le Preparation. Standard. 
3.4.3.4 Test -. 
beginnbq, middle and end shall be hspeckd on bath PdCIps for evidence of 
poor slitting. 
specification. 
A minimum length of five feet of tape at the 
'Ihe tape shall be examme3 ' for q l i a n c e  with this 
3.4.4 Echgnetic Properties 
3.4.4.1 . Ihe intrinsic m i v e  force of the reoordirrg 
surface shall be 660 oerstsds +/- lo%, and the 
gauss +/- 10%. 
3.4.4.2 Test Esuiprrent. Scientific Atlanta Model 651B BH Meter. 
'vity shall be 1100 
3.4.4.3 sanple preparation. Standard. 
3.4.4.4 Test procedure. The BH Meter shall be CalibKated using the 
m ' s  procedures. Test saltples shall then be cut and nreasured. 
Ihe~tswillthenbelogged. Thetapeshallbeexmruned ' for axpliance 
with this specification. 
3.4.5 Tensile Strength 
3.4.5.1 . The m h i m m  tensile strength shall be 16.0 paunds 
per oneinch tape width. 
3.4.5.2  est -pent. Ihe m o r  Test- mstnmnt ocpnparry, Inc., 
Vertical Tensfie Tester ?Lpe 272 or equivalent shall be used for this test. 
3.4.5.3 Sanple preparation. QPL. Lengths of sanp?le bpes  sufficient for 
this test shall be ummun3 fmnthe tapes and placed in a 70 +/- 5 degrees 
F (21  +/- 3 C) , and 50 +/- 5 percent relative humidity envir0;nment 
a 
for at  least 24 hours prior t o  testby. The tape shall be free of bends 
and kinks, 
3.4.5.4 Test procedure. A s t r ip  of tape not less than 7 inches i n  length 
shall be clarmped in the grips set for an initial sepantion of 4 inches. 
align the long axis of the specimen with an imaginary line joining the 
poirrts of attachment of the grips to the machine. 
tightened evenly and firmly to  the degme l~ecessary to prevent slipping of 
the specimen during the test. Ihe rate of grip separation shall be 12 
inches per minute. 
The test specimen shall be clmnped in the testing ma- taking care to 
The grips shall be 
'Ihe point of yield shall be nuted and logged. 
3.4.6 Shock Tensile Sxength 
3.4.6.1 t. 
2.32 foot-pounds per cme-inch tape w i d t h ,  
The minimrm energy absorption shall not be less than 
3.4.6.2 Test mpmt. 
type slippesiness tester, as specified in the wlreau of Standards &search 
Faper RPl879 Volume 40 of May 1948, or equivalent such as that made by 
W i e d m  Baldwin, King of Russia, PA. 
"he equipnent for the test shall be a pendulum- 
3.4.6.3 Sample Preparation. QPL. Lengths of sample tapes sufficient for 
this test shall be unwound fram th& tapes and placed in an envimnment of 
70 +/- 5 degrees F (21 +/- 3 degrees C) and 50 +/-5 percent relative 
humidity for a t  least 24 haurs before the test. The tape samples shall be 
free of bends and kinks. 
3.4.6.4 Test -, 
The pendulum shall be raised 
until  it makes an angle w i t h  the vertical co- ' to a potential of 
2.32 foot-pounds. ?he pendulum shall then be released 9[1oothly and shall 
be all- to strike the free! loop of the tape. Ihe tape shall not break. 
m. tapeS shall be lOO@ #lXW#l the Clmnps, 
side inward, and s8czvely clamped. 
3.4.7 Modulus of Flexibility' 
3.4.7.1 . Ihe mininarm angle of deflection shall be greater 
than 45 degrees. 
3.4.7.2 Test Equipnent. Test fixture as shown in figure 1. 
3.4.7.3 -le Preparation. Standaxd. 
3.4.7.4 Test procedure. Ihe! sample shall be clamped in the test fixture 
in a horizontal plane with 3 inches of magnetic tape extended beyord the 
point of clamping, free to as;sume a natural curvature which w i l l  be a 
function of its flexibility. The sample shall be clamped w i t h  the Oxide 
coating facing the direction of curvatme. 
(deflection fmn the horizontal) shall be measured fmn the axis to the 
free end of the -le. The angle shall be measured in degrees f m n  the 
horizontal axis. 
The angle of curvature 
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3.4.8 E l w t i o n  U r d e r  stress 
3.4.8.1 . The elongation shall not exceed 0.30 pelcent. 
3.4.8.2 TWt Eqw@~&. A suitable fixkure f m  which to hang the tape 
-le, w i t h  positive nonslipping tape clamps, a stardard scale for 
m a s u i n g  length, a scribe w i t h  which to mark the tape, a 7X nagdfier 
thrmgh w h i c h  to measure results, a 3- Eight, and a 5-pand weight. 
3.4.8.3 -le Preparation. QPL. SanpleS a t  least 24 h h e s  lcarg shall 
be clamped so as to hang in the test area a t  70 +/- 5 degrees F (21 +/- 3 
degrees C) and 50 +/- 5 percent relative h d d i t y  for a t  least 24 hours 
under no externally Wlied stress before the test. 
3.4.8.4 Test Pmcdure. 
and the 3O-gram weight attached to the free erd. 
scribed on the tape appmximtely 20 inches fran the point of chnping. 
The mark w i l l  be used as a ref- to measure elaqation and recavery of 
the smple. The distance between the mark and the clamping point shall be 
asthebasedistance for calculation of residual elaqation. 
weight of 5 pour& for a l l  polyester film base shall be attached to the 
tape below the mark a t  zer0 t ime,  and all- t o  hang 
minutes +/- 30 records, a t  d c h  time the weight stzall be m e d  f m  the 
tape. ?he tape shall be allowed to h a q  uxder its own might for an 
+/- 30 seccDIc1s. ?he 3O-gram weight shall then be 
betweenthf2markand 
additioaral 180 rnirnrteS 
attackidtothefreeendofthetape.  Theaistance 
the point of clamping shall then be measured to the nearest 0.01 inch. 
difference betxeen the base distance andthefinaldistance shall be 
expressedasapercentofthebasedistance to- ' carqplianoe with 
this specification. 
The tape sarrq?le shall be damped i n  the f ixh re  
A ref- mark shall be 
measured aoauately to the 0.01 inch. 'Ibis distance shallbetaken 
w h a ~  the 
-0fthebasediSbnce hasbeenmade,theteStshallbegb. A 
for 180 
The 
3.4.9.1 
shall not exrceed 0.125 inch per 36-inch length of bpe. 
. The deviation of eadl tape edge f m  a straight line 
3.4.9.2 Equipnent. NO special agparatus other than a 48-bch 
stmight edge is requind. 
3.4.9.3 w l e  Preparation. QPL. 
3.4.9.4 Test Pmcedum. A 36-inch length of tape shall be made to lie 
f l a t  on a horizontal surface. 
f r a n  M, kinks, or other visible distortions. The straight edge shall 
be placed along either edge of the tape ard any Wiat ion  from a straight 
line shall be measured. 
The tape shall be under no tension and f- 
3.4.10 Magnetic coating Electria l&sistance 
3.4.10.1 . Theelectricalresistance of the magnetic coating 
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shall have a m h h m  resistivity of 0.5 megdmrs per square and a umxhm of 
3.4.10.2 Test Equipnent. The -tus for this test shall consist of 
that requind by Method 4041, Insulation Resistance for Flexible Tapes, of 
Federal Test Method Std. No. 406; and Freed Transformer Co. Model 1620 
3.4.10.3 Sanple preparation. QPL or standarrl. Lengths of tape sufficient 
for this test shall be unwcund from the reels and placed in a 70 +/- 5 
degrees F (21 +/- 3 degrees C) and 50 +/- 5 percent relative humidity 
abmqhre withaut kinks or bends and allowed to remain for at least 24 
haurs before the test. 
1000 msgd.lms per square. 
megatrmeter. 
3.4.10.4 Test Pmcedwe (Oxide Surface). The surface electrical 
resistance of the oxide construction shall be determined in accordance with 
Method 4041, Insulation F&sistance for Flexible Tapes, of Federal Test 
Method Std. No. 406 to dete.nnine conformance with this specification. 9do 
layers of the -le tape shall be placed in the strip electmdes, backing 
material to backing material, so that only the oxide surfaces of the tape 
are in cmntact with the electrodes. ?he method of clamping shall be 
similar to that specified. The measurement potential shall be 500 +/- 10 
volts E. 
3.4.11 Back coating Electrical Resistance 
3.4.11.1 . Iheelectricalresistance of 'the back coating (when 
applicable) shall not be greater than 1.0 megohm per square. 
3.4.11.2 Test Wprmt. (Same as stated in pamqxqh 3.4.10.2) 
3.4.11.3 Sample Prepamtion. (Same as stated in paragraph 3.4.10.3) 
3.4.11.4 Test procedure (Backing). (Same in paragraph 3-4.10-4) 
3.4.12 Layer-*Layer Adhesion 
3.4.12.1 . The tape shall shm no sticking or layer-*layer 
adhesion wfien tested as specified. 
3.4.12.2 Test Quiptent. The test equiptent shall consist of: a 
tempera- and humidity controlled chamber in which to process the 
pmpared samples; a special winding apparatus; hollcw metal tubes on whi& 
tape samples are w a r d ;  and 2OOO-gram weights. The tube shall be made of 
n o n o x i d i z ~  metal such as brass or corrosion resisting steel 0.5 inch in 
diameter and 4 inches in length, and shall weigh no less than 15 grams or 
more than 30 grams. Ihe tube shall be capable of being moLlllted in bearings 
so that it may be rotated freely ammd its centxal axis and easily remved 
frcnn the bearings. 
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3.4.12.3 Sample preparation. Ql?G or Standard. 
3.4.12.4 Test procedture. A 3-f& saqle length of tape shall be fastened 
a t  one end, magnetic side down, to the 0.5-inch diameter hollow tube w i t h  a 
nonflowing adhesive material. 
Attached to the free end of the tape shall be the 200O-gram e i g h t .  
small s t r ip  of dable-coated adhesive tape shall be affixed to the magnetic 
side of the tape 1 incfi abwe the weight. 
and uniformly rutated so that the tape, held in tension by the weight, 
wirds uniformly aranrl the tube into a canpact and even roll. 
coated tape when- into the test roll acts to secure the roll and 
prevent its u n w i d q  when the weight is remved. 
and subjected to a heat and humidity cycle in w h i c h  the f i r s t  16 hours 
shall be a t  130 degrees F (53 degrees C) and 85 +/- 5 percent relative 
humidity, and the final 4 h a m  shall be a t  130 degrees F dry heat (less 
than 5 percent relative humidity). Ixlring the humidification and dry heat 
cycle, the air szmudmg ' the tube shall be c m s t m t l y  circulated to 
ensure uniformity of antiitions throughcut the test area. A t  the end of 
the dry heat cycle, the rod shall be m e d  from the conditioned area and 
allowed to a n e  to equilibrium with 130(3811 conditions, approximately 70 
me tube shall then be mounted i n  the 
bearings so that the tape hangs free Mow the tube. 
A 
The tube shall then be s lwly  
The double- 
The tube supporting the rolled tape shall be remcrJed framthe WiJainq setup 
F (31 degrees C) and 50 +/- 5 percent relative humidity. 
rn evaluate the tape for layercto-layer adhesion, the end of the roll on 
the rod shall be carefully opened and the dable-coated tape removed. The 
rod shall thenbe held betwem the thuxnb and fingers and the untabbed tape 
shall be &sexxed to note i f  the f i r s t  two or three layers loosen up of 
their o m  accord; i f  this OCGULS, there is dlvicusly no adhesion and the 
tape has passed the test, I f  no 1- or very little loasening of the 
arterrnost layers is observed, the free end of the tape shall be unwound 
slowly unt i l  9 inches has been unwound. The free end shall then be allowed 
to hang and the tape shall be &served to see i f  it w i l l  loosen by itself. 
I f  it w i l l  not unwind unaided, the rod, with the tape hanging freely, shall 
be slowly mtated in the direction of tape unwind. If  the tape adheres to 
itself and refuses to win to unwM after the rod has been rotated 
thrcugh -fourth rwolution or 90 degrees, it shall be considexed to have 
failed the test. After the rotation test has been made, the free end of 
the tape shall be held and the rod allawed to fal l ,  thereby unwinding the 
tape. Ihe unwound tape shall be checked for evidence of coating 
delamination and i n  this way the severity of adhesion is established. ~ n y  
tape w h i c h  w i l l  not self-mind after rotating the rod 
or which sham any delamination except in the 2 inches 
shall be considered as having failed the test. 
3.4.13 Humidity 'stability (cupping) 
3.4.13.1 Requirement . Thetapeshall 
degrees for polyester film when tested 
show no cupping 
as specified. 
in excess of 10 
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3.4.13.2 Test Equipnent. T h e  apparatus for this test shall umsist of the 
following: 
Qzamber. The humidity chamber shall be of materials which are nonreactive 
to water vapor and potassium chloride solution and shall be aonstructed so 
that all joints are sealed tight when the chamber is closed. 
consist of two separate amprhnerrts each a p x x h a t e l y  11 by 13 by 7 
inches. The fmnt and back sides of the OQnPartments shall be of a 
trarsqaxmt material such as glass. 
inside the dmnber shall measure approximately 10 by 10 by 4 inches and 
shall be made fran aluminum, glass, or any nonreactive ma te r i a l .  The tmys 
shall be pmvided w i t h  removable perforated aluminum mer plates to pennit 
placing tape holders above t h e  conditioning chemicals w i t h  mininnrm 
interfermce w i t h  free air circulation. 
circulation of a i r  w i t h i n  eadh Canpartrnent w i t h  a velocity of a t  least 20 
feet per minute across bath the cmditioniq chemicals and the tape 
holders. 
It shall 
The trays used to hold the chemicals 
Means shall be pruvided for 
Tape Holders. Each tape holder shall clamp the tape along its longitudinal 
positively contacting it beginning a t  the end the cupping is to be 
measured and continuing a t  least 1 inch along the tape length. 
shall raise the tape a t  least 0.125 inch above the holder base plate and 
shall be separated fran the adjacent tape holder by a t  least 0.625 inch, 
thus ensuring that there will be no interference to cupping i n  either 
direction. For -le, this may be acmnplished by constructing the 
holder fmn two pieces of straight, wmion-resis tant  w i r e ,  the battcmn 
piece being 0.125 inch in  diameter and the top piece being 0.0625 inch in 
dhmeter, 1.5 inches in length, which are soldered or brazed wether a t  
the front tips, and then brazed onto a base plate of nonwrmsive material. 
When the tape holders are in place in the chamber ccmpartment w i t h  tapes 
insertea for measuresnent, the longitudinal axis of the tapes shall be 
-ly horizontal. 
Measuring Instrument and Illumination. 
optical System w i t h  a magnification of from 5X to 25X, having a t  least one 
cr0Ss-hai.r which can be referred to a clinameter or gonim~ter so as to 
masum the angle between the! cross-hair and a reference line and having a 
focal length such that it can be focused on the near end of a tape 
tape is nmmted in the chamber and the measuring device is placed i n  front 
of the chamber. A source light shall be placed behind the chamber during 
to autline the ta~pes when viewed through the measuring 
axis and shall prevent any mavement of the longi tud ina lax isof the tapeby 
The holder 
The measuring device shall be any 
the 
3.4.13.3 Sanple preparation. QPL. 
3.4.13.4 Test proaedure 
Prior to conditioning the sanples, the initial tape arpping shall be 
measured on each test specinwin. The maswemnt on ea& specimen is 
perfonned by viewing the er& of the specimen thmugh the measuriq 
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instrumerrt so as to measure the angle formed by the cmjunction of lines 
amstm&& peqeniicular to the edges of the view tape end. 
irregularities shall be averaged 
measuresnents. 
Iocal 
settirg the cross-hair for these 
When us- a 
chanber shall desiccant and shall be humidify-. Ihe desicant chanrber 
shall CmItaln a desiaant anhydrrxls calcium chloride with Mat- 
Wrierite" in the ratio of 3 to 1. 
saturatd solution (plus an excess) of putassium chloride in distilled 
water as the hutuidifyirrg agent. T h e  chambes aorrtaining the amdition 
media shall be closed and the a i r  circulated for a t  least 12 haurs 
immediately precreding the -'on of the tapes to erwve equilibrium. 
T h e  test shall be run a t  a tenperature of 90 +/- 5 degrees F (32 +/- 3 
perCerrtinthewletchamberand15+/-5perCentinthedryd'lamber. I f a  
and cut into t m  3-inch pieces w i t h  scissorS (not a razor blade). These 
shall be u n m t d  as specified w i t h  the backing side down on t w o  separate 
holders, one to be placed in the desiccant chamber and the other i n  the 
humidify- chamber, so that the ~EISU& ends are thc6e made by the 
scissors cut in each case. me tape holders cont2ining the tape specimen 
shall be placed in their respective sections. !the CQnPartments shall be 
closed, and the air shall be made to circulate for a t  least 16 haus before 
the mammnmb are made. At the end of mnditiollling, the differential 
cuppig, the arithnetical difference in degrees between the angle measured 
on the desiccated tape, a n i  the angle measure in  the same manner on the 
humidified tape, w i l l  be the criwia for accqbnce or rejection of the 
samp+es. since this test is designed to  measure the effect of differmtial 
qq, local irregularities shall be averaged when sett- the cross-hair 
for these! measurements. N e i t h e r  the init ial  q h g ,  differential cupping, 
nor the cupping under any one condition ( w e t  or dry chamber) shall fa i l  to 
nE!€?tthemc&mmts specified. 
chamber for conditio3ling the sanples, one 
T h e  humidified chambr shall have a 
deglPPs C) in both CabinetS. Ihe humidity d t i o r t s  shall be 90 +/- 5 
chanhr is used, a 6-inch length of tape shall be selected 
3.4.14 Abmsivity 
3.4.14.1 Requirement . 
shall be measved using the pmcedures Mated. when tested as specified 
herein the abrasivity of the tape s h a d  not exceed 10 units. 
3.4.14.2 Test Equilmerrt. Ihe required for this test shall 
ccolsist of a Bell & H&1 340OC 'ate rearder/repmducer (or 
equivalent) : A Fwmer !L?th Film Sensor consisting of a resistive film 
deposited onto a ceramic cyl inkr;  and a Fulmer Abrasivity Meter. 
DE abrasivity of the mgnetic surface of the tape 
3.4.14.3 Swple Preparation. QPL. 
3.4.14.4 Test 
A JPL appruved reference tape w i t h  pruven l o w  abrasivity shall be passed 
over the sensor in altexnate forward and rwerse directions of loof t  
lengths. DE abrasiveness shall be measured for each pass. Consecutive 
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forwardandrwersepassesshallbemade lntilconsistentvaluesare 
a d w e d  in both airecti ons. 
abrasivity maammnt tests. 
?he sample tape shall be installed on the transport and five (5) passes in 
both the forward *ion and reverse direction shall be made. Each pass 
shall cansist of 100ft lengths, and the abrasiveness value for ea& pass 
shall be recorded. 
Ihe sensor shall then be suitable for 
The -le tape shall thenbe!wcmd anto a new length, and one forward and 
one merse pass shall be mads. 
thenbe mIded. 
'Ihe abrasiveness value for each pass shall 
Ihe smsor?s and guides shall be re-cleaned and the reference tape 
reinstalled. TfJm (2) f0maIdl and two reverse passes shall be made and the 
abrasivity values shall be 'me results frum the 
reference tape shall be used to produce a normalizing factor. 
nonnalizing factor is calcula l ted by dividing the average abrasiveness of 
the reference tape by the avenge value obtained from the last four passes. 
for ea& pass. 
?he 
Once the noxmlizing factor has been established, each abrasivity value of 
the tape under test shall be mltiplied by this factor. 
the final pass shall be recorded as the abrasivity of the tape. 
!the results fmm 
3.4.15.1 
when tested as specified. 
. Ihe tape shall not support the grcrwth of fungus 
3.4.15.3 Sample preqwration. QPL. 
3.4.15.4 Test -. R€!ssistance t o f u r r g u s s h d L l b e d e t e d m d  in 
accordam=e w i t h  the method q x d f i e d  in MIGI-631, except that a 2-inch 
d h n e t e r  roll of tape shall he tested. 
i n  the rolled condition. 
least tw of three specimen are rated 0 or 1. 
The entire Sanplle shall be tested 
Tapes shall be cansidered fungus resistant i f  a t  
3.4.16 Anchorage 
3.4.16.1 
visible evidence of anchorage failure when tested as specified. 
failure may be manifested as a separation of the coating frum the base 
material of the tape or failure of the coating layer i tself .  
t. The nlagnetic layer of the tape shall shuw no 
Anchorage 
3.4.16.2 Test mm. An- FR-2000A, Bell and H-1 vR3700, 
Honeywel l  96 or equivalent wideband record/repmduce system. 
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3.4.16.3 -le Preparation. QPL or Stmdard. 
3.4.16.4 Test Fvoc&we. A visual examination shall be made of the tape 
and mgnetic tape recorder tape path, heads, guides, and rollers af ter  the 
ampletion of dl1 dynamic tests to determine ampliance with this 
specification. 
3.5.1 Sensitivity 
3.5.1.1 . when measured as specified, the output of the 
particular tvpe of tape being tested shall natvary f m  the stardard 
cutput level by mn3 than 0 +/- 1.0 db. 
3.5.1.2 Test @pent. Ampex FR-2000A, Bell and H a w e l l  3700, Honeywel l  
96 wideband record / repm system, 3M Mcdel 6110 Test Set (or 
equivalent), Hewlett-packard Mdel 3400A F W  V o l t m e t e r ,  and Hewlett-packard 
Mcdel 651B Test Oscillator (or equivalent) . 
3.5.1.3 Sample Preparation. QPL or Standard. 
3.5.1.4 Test Pmcedum. Ihe standard output level for the particular type 
of tape being tested shall be established to calibrate the test recorder 
for the sensitivity 
A 200 Khz signal shall be recorded on the tape to be tested at a record 
level 6 db belaw the standard record level and with aperating bias aUrent. 
The equalization settings and repmduce amplifier gain shall not be changed 
fran those cbtained when establishing the sdxdard olxtput level. The,taFe 
shall be reproduced and the ouQpt of the recorder meamred to deterrmne 
canpliance with this specification. 
3.5.2 wavelength F&SPONE 
3.5.2.1 
0.6 mil wavelerqth a x t p t  and ccmpared with the msponse of the mference 
tape, shall be as M c a W  belcrw: 
. % cutqmt at each frequency, when normalized to the 
~~ 
1 0 +/- 1.0 120 
0.25 0 +/- 1.0 480 
0.125 0 +/- 1.0 960 
0.10 0 +/- 1.0 1200 
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0.08 0 +/- 1.5 1500 
0.06 0 +/- 2.0 2000 
3.5.2.2 Test Equipnent. (SUE as stated ParagraEjl 3.5.1.2) 
3.5.2.3 -le preparation. (am; or Standaxd) 
3.5.2.4 Test procedure. Ihe pmcedue specified in pamgmph 3.5.1.4 
shall be repeated at a l l  freqencies specified in paragraph 3.5.2.1 for the 
particular type of tape being tested. 
center track and mer the middle portion of the mel  to detexmine 
compliance with this specification. 
'Ihe measurements shall be made on a 
3.5.3.1 Eaequiremerrt . A signal resulting frun layePtQ-layer signal 
transfer, when measured as specified, shall be down a m h b n n  of 40 db frcan 
the original signal. 
3.5.3.2 Test Fquipwnt. (Same as stated in paragraph 3.5.1.2) 
3.5.3.3 Sanple preparation. QPL. 
3.5.3.4 Test Pmcedum. The tape shall be externally erased. With the 
appxprhte ref- recozder opera- at 15 inches per second and with 
operating bias current lxrt no hpt signal, ten layers of t a p  shall be 
recarded and wwm3 cmto a reel whit31 amfonns to W-R-175D. 
le!vel shall be hueased to 10 db above standard record level at w t i n g  
bias current with a 1000 Hz signal, and one dtional layer recorded and 
wwm3 onto the reel. The record level shall be returned to zero and ten 
dtional layers shall be recorded and e on the reel. The recorded 
tape shall then be curditianed at a tempera- of 150 dqmes F., (dry 
heat) for a period of 4 hours. The tape shall then be played back at 15 
inches per second and the output level. of the recorded signal and the 
mxinum level of the signal resulting froan signal transfer shall be 
measured throqh a pruperly terminated lKhz filter having a 10 Hz passband 
todeterrmne compliance with this specification. 
T h e  record 
3 . 5.4 Signal-to-Noise-Ratio 
3.5.4.1 Requirement . 
tape, wfien tested as specified, shall not be less than the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the ref- tape kry more than 4 db. 
The si.--to-noise ratio of a particular type of 
3.5.4.2 Test Equipart. (Same as stated in paragraph 3.5.1.2) 
3.5.4.3 -le E?eparation. QFL or Standard. 
3.5.4.4 Test Pmcedum. Using the appmpriate reference tape, the 
refenme test recorder shall. be adjusted for the appropriate operating 
bias current and standard record level. The reproduce equalization shall 
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be adjusted as mammded by the recorder manufactumr. 
Erequency or 200 xhz shall be recorded and the reproduced mlpt level 
noted. Ihe tape shdll then be externally erased. 
The specified 
The inprt signal shall 
bedisconrzlected and replaaed w i t h  a load equal to the bpt  impedance of 
the r e c o e  and the recorder aperated in the reconilmde. me reproduoed 
noise autprt level shall be measured w i t h a u t  any adjustmerrt of the 
m r d e r .  Ihe signal-to-mh ratio is the value in db of the signal level 
minus the value of the noise level. Ihe signal--noise measuremerrts shall 
be made u t i l i z h q  a band pass f i l t e r  which provides m more than a 3 db 
attenuation a t  the mcorder band edge fresuencies (a t  the applicable speed) 
and has an 18 db per octave rolloff -istic. The above measuremerrtS 
shall be mqeated ( w i t h a u t  any recorder adjustment) an the tape being 
to determine ccmpliance with this specification. 
3.5.5 cut@  el Uniformity (Within a Reel)  
3.5.5.1 
test frequmcy of 1.0 Mhz shall be such that the measured deviation from 
nraXimrmtomhhmmpeak  artput does nut exceed 2.0 db. 
. Ihe uniformity of the signal output a t  the specified 
3.5.5.2 Test Equipent. (Same as specified in paragraph 3.5.1.2). 
3.5.5.3 -le Preparation. QPL and Standard. 
3.5.5.4 Test  prooedure. ?he uniformity shall be Illitde on 
thmetracks (thecenterandbothedgetrack) o f a v i r g i n r e e l o f t a p e .  
The specified test frquemy of 1.0 Mhz shall be recorded a t  standard 
record level and w i t h  the bias current adjusted as mmmwxkd by the 
recorder mamrfacturer, to  tha t  value w h i c h  is optimna for the tape type 
being tested. 
upon playback, the signal level shall be a t  least 20 db abwe the noise 
level measured as -by the recorder manufacturer. T h e  artput 
voltage variations shall be measured by means of a linear recording 
oscillograph havitq a msponse whicfi is uniform to a t  least 200 Hz. 
Ihe signal shall be recorded mer the entire length of tape. 
Dmpout defect areas shall be excluded fran this measurement. 
Rre tape uniformity, mer any 10 second intenral , shallbemeasuredby 
detemhing the maximrm variation in output as a percentage (db ratio) of 
-peakautprt* 
'Ihe uniformity test shall be amdwted sinniltanemsly w i t h  recording ard 
a l l  artput level variations occurring i n  the f i r s t  and last 1 percent of 
the nominal tape length shall be disregarded. 
measwed and recorded to determine mnpliance w i t h  this specification. 
The results shall be 
3.5.6 Instantaneaus Nonuniformity (Drapaut) 
3.5.6.1 
tape per txack, and the dropauts shall not be more than one track in width .  
A dxwpout is defined as a 10 db or greater signal loss for a period of 10 
microseconds when pmduchg a 1 Mhz test signal a t  120 ips on 25 m i l  w i d t h  
tracks. 
. There shall be less than 10 drapazts per 100 feet of 
i a  
3.5.6.2 Test El&-. FR-2000 and 14-track el- 'c drapcert 
canrter. 
3.5.6.3 Sample Preparation. QPL and Standard. 
3.5.6.4 Test Pmcedum. A 1 Mhz signal shall be recorded at  the stardard 
record level and with the bias current adjusted as & by the 
recorder manufacturer, to that value w h i d  is cptinarm for the tape type 
being tested. nke drapazt aunt shall be amdwted shul-ly with 
recow and on a l l  tracks over the entire length of the tape -le. 
The findl drupout m t s  shall be counted to determine -liana? with this 
specification. 
3.5.7 Em- EMxenEs 
. 3.5.7.1 Rsquirement 
humidity conditions specified, shall meet the 
The tape, when subjected to the tenperature and 
of c u t p u t  mel 
Uniformity (para- 3.5 .5) .  
3 .5 .7 .2  Test -pent. (Same as specified in para- 3.5.1.2 and a 
~ t L m / h u m i d i Q  contr0ll.ed chamber). 
3.5.7.3 Sample preparation. QPL. 
3.5.7.4 Test Pmcedum. 
.&tiom specified for a u t  Level uniformity. 
subjected to a temperature of: 120 +/- 5 degrees F (48 +/- 2 degrees C) , and 
a relative humidity of 80 to 90 percent for a period of 8 hours. 
xx!mvalfromthisenvirarmrent :, the tapes shall be rewouml orce at  a tensicn 
of 8 cxlllces +/- 2 ounces and kept at a temperature of 70 +/- 5 degrees (21 
+/- 3 degrees C) and a relathe humidity of 50 +/- 5 percmt for midmum of 
16 haurs. The tape shall then be tested for Output Level Uniformity to 
determine aavpliance with thk specification. 
tape shall then be subjected to a tenperature of 10 +/- 5 degrees F (-12.5 
+/- 2.5 degrees C) and a relative humidity of less than 10 percent for a 
period of 8 hours. Upon reztwnral fran this envhnment, the tapes shall be 
rekimrd ance at a tension of 8 ounces +/- 2 cxlllces and kept at  a 
temperature of 70 +/- 5 degxxes F (21 +/- 3 degrees C) , and a relative 
humidiw of 50 +/- 5 percent for a m h h m  of 16 bars. The t ap  shall 
again be tested for autput level uniformity to deterrmrre ' ampliance with 
this specification. 
IhE! -le tapes shall be xeaxded under the 
Upon 
The tapes shall then be 
Following these tests, the 
3.5.8 rxurability 
3.5.8.1 
characteristics of the tapes shall not im=rease the drapcplt counts beyond 
the rate of 15 dropouts per :LOO ft per track. 
. when subjected to the wear test specified, the wear 
3.5.8.2 Test Equipnent. (am as specified in paragraph 3.5.1.2) 
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3.5.8.4 Test m. An initial recordirrg and m t  
shall be perfond on each tape. Ihe tape shall then be subjected to 100 
a mnnal play pass and a high-speed rewind pass over the tape heads for the 
entire tape length. 
shall be cleaned and a dropaut a u n t  for each of the tracks shall be 
co-to- ' cmpliance with this specification. Shmld the 
final count after the one hurrdredth wear pass exceed the limit specified, 
two additiondl dropout counts shall be 
to this specification. 
passes on the test recoder at 120 ips. A wear pass shall consist of 
After carpletion of the last m pass, the tape path 
without any ationdl 
passes. The arithmetical average of these three wunts shall confom 
3.5.9 perf0;rzMnce Rqli==- Definitions 
3.5.9.1 Reference Tape. An unrecorded magnetic tape of the same type the tape manufacturer wishes to supply shall be furnished to the GSFC for 
certification that the tape will meet the system performance specification 
(including frequency response and signal-to-mise) of the reference test 
recorder. 
shall be 110 mre than 1.0 db. when fcnrrd acceptable, this tape will becane 
the reference tape for that manufacturer's particular product type. 
will be used for establishing the qxirat- bias the standard 
record level, and the stardard mtpt level for the reference recorder when 
sukgnitted samples of that particular tape type are tested as specified 
herein. 
reference tape does not amstitute product qualification. 
The maximm allamble correction factor for the reference tape 
It 
Rre certification of mtpt perfonnance acceptability of the 
3.5.9.2 secondary € b f m  Tape. The secondary ref- tape is an 
unrecorded tape, the magnetic characteristics of w h i c h  have been calibrated 
for preliminary adjustments of the reference test recorder and as a w o r m  
reference. 
against those of the reference tape. ?he SeCQndary reference tape is used 
3.5.9.3 Operating B i a s  current. 
bias peak) of the peak output fman the reference tape when a 2.0 Mhz signal 
is recmded at the 
second. 
The operating bias current is that bias 
thraqh the recording head which will give a 2.0 db fall off (over 
record level at a tape speed of 120 inches per 
3.5.9.4 stadaxd Fteaxd wel. 'Ihe Stanbrd recad level is that irqxlt 
level of a 200 Khz signal recorded on the reference tap at 120 ips and 
with opera- bias Current, such that on playback, the autplt signal will 
have 1 percent third harmonic distortion as measured with a wave analyzer 
(or equivalent) having a pass bard of 1000 Hz. Rre reproduce equalization 
shall be adjustedas reCanmenaeaby the ltecordermanufachrer. 
3.5.9.5 stardard Outplt wel. The standard output level is that 
reproduce level of a 200 Khz signal recorder on the reference tape at 6 db 
below standard record level and with operating bias current. 
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3.5.9.6 Test  Setup. The test setup for the ref- test recorder prior 
to performing magnetic tests &all be as follows: 
A. T h e  recom shall be tho-y cleaned and 
demagnetized, the heads shall be adjusted for correct 
aziuuthal orientation. 
8. The tasion of the recorder shdll be measured t0 
detemine that the recorder is in proper adjustment. 
c. unlessothennse ' specified, the record and reproduce 
head and head stack configuration shall CQnfOrm to the 
dimensions specified in IEUG Document 106-77. 
D. unless otherwise nated, all measurementS on the tape 
-1es shall be perfonned at a tap speed of 120 ips. 
4.1 Product Acceptance Testing. testing shall be conducted at 
the Magnetic Tape Certification F'acfiity, Ga3dazd Space Flight Center, 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771. Normal acceptance testing will be those tests 
indicated in Test Graup A, B, and C (Table I). Group D (Table I) tests 
shall be requFred at the tinre' of qualification and as often thereafter as 
i s d e e m e d n e o e s s a r y t o i n s u r e : ~  cmpliance with the specified 
the sanyples. 
. Failure to amfonn to any of the m t s  of Gmup D 
4.2 Sauples for &cepbme T'es t ing .  
delivered to the unless otherwise indicated in the pmcwxmmt. The 
number of sanples required far accqtace testing is governed by lot s i z e  
and shall be in accordance with MIGSTD-lOSD, N o r m a l  Inspection, Level  1, 
Single -1- Plan, at an AQL of 2.5. 
Sanples shall be drawn fran luts 
4.3 EsormM tion of Prepantion for Delivery. Unless otherwise specified 
in the contract or purchase order, interior and exterior examinations shall 
bemadetodebnnme ' that the packaging, packing, and marking comply with 
the of this specification. 
5.1 W packaging. unless otherwise specified in the contract or 
plrchase order, reel packaging shall be level A or B. 
5.1.1 Wel A. The reels of tape shall be individually enclosed in close- 
fitting heat sealable plastic: bags, 2 to 3 mils thick. 
these bags shall conform to IrP-378, type I, gmde B, finish 1. 
a i r  volume of the sealed bags shall be kept to a practicable minimum. 
The material for 
Included 
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5.1.2 Level B. 
accordance with the mamfactu.zw?s standard pmctice providing that it will 
insure protection for the tape during ShiFpnent and safe delivery to its 
destination. 
'Ihe reels of tape shall be individually packaged in 
5.2 'ate packaging. unless atherwise specified in the contract or 
pumhase order, the - ' t e p a c k a g h q s h a l l b e l e v e l A ,  B, C o r D a s  
specified. 
5.2 .1  Level A. 
close-fitting box amfonuiq to PPFB-636, class -*resistant, style 
FPF or OPF. Each box shall be pmvided with a centering hub mmtmckd 
f m  a material adequab to pmvide support for the reel by the hub in such 
a manner as to suspend the reel in the box to prevent 11resting81 on the 
flanges or movement w i t h i n  the closed box. The boxes shall be sealed in 
accordance w i t h  to PPFB-636. Alternatively, the packaged reels 
shall be further packaged in telescope m e t a l  containers of the type 
nomally used for a s  of film. 
electrical tape as specified in HH-1-595. 
Each packaged reel of tape shall be further packaged in a 
'Ihe containers shall be sealed with 
5.2.2 Level B. 
-C. 
T h e  packagd reels shall be further padcaged in accordance 
with paragraph 5.2.1 except that  the fbfxbazd boxes shall be class- 
5.2.3 Level C. 
shall @ further pa- in accordance with the manufacturer's standard 
practice prwidirrg that it will insure protection for the tape during 
ship?& a& safe delivery to its destination. 
The reels of tape packaged as specified in paragraph 5.1.2 
5.2.4 Wel D 9QSA PAC." The reels shall be further packaged in 
Mesaping metdl containers. The metdl m i n e r s  shall be made of 27 
gauge electr~-zinc coated steel, painted gray with a protective Epn 
varnish coating. The metal containers shall be sealed with type 33 
electria tape or equivalent and placed into a close fitting tm-piece 
doublesleeve style wrmgalx!d box (NASA PAC) with mailing label affixed. 
5.3 Packing. unlessothennse ' specified in the corrtract or 
order, the packing shall be level A, B, C or D. 
5 .3 .1  Wel A. 
multiples in a closefitting box wnfonning to e E 3 - 6 3 6 ,  
resistant. 
accordance with the appendix to PPP-E3-636. 
The tape packaged as specified herein shall be packed in 
class =the 
Rre shipping container shall be closed, sedled, and strapped in 
5.3.2 Wel B. 
quantities as specified in accordance with paragraph 5.3.3,  except that the 
fibexbmd boxes shall be classdxnestic. 
The tape packaged as specified herein shall be packed in 
5.3.3 Level C. 
specification, and the master outer carton shall hold five (5) 14 inch 
dimeter &s. 
The packing shall be in accordance with level B of this 
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5.3.4 Ievel D, 
standard practice providing that it w i l l  insure protection for the tape 
during shim and safe delivery to its destination. 
manufa-'s stadard practiice for pa- mst be adequate for the safe 
staging of the pmduct. 
The packing r h l l  be in accordance with the manufacturer's 
Additionally, the 
5.4 special Markirrgs 
5.4.1 Reels. Unless utherwise specified in  the contract or purcbse 
order, unique icaentification of taps supplied under this specification 
shall be pmvided. (x1 the arix flange of each reel, a remvable gummed 
label shall be affixed. 
a serial rnrmber: GFC: specification rnnnber; lo t  number: manufacturer's 
name; and a unique code by which the manufacturer identifies the product 
batch, water slitter, web parsition of the tape and date of mnufacture. 
5.4.2 Canister and Master carton. Unless othmise specified in  the 
amtract or prchase ordes, wch can axxl master carton shall be labeled 
w i t h  a four to five inch, die cut label containing the following 
information: 
Ihe :Label shall shaw a manufacturer's type number: 
A. Tape, video, magnetic oxide coated 
C. GSFC Specification Mrmber plus w i d t h  and 1- of 
tape 
E. mte of I%nufacture (marrth and year) 
Ihe master  carton label shall be affixed to the 
theendofthecarton. 
left hand corner of 
5.5 Palletizing. Unless w i s e  specified by the contract or  pxhase 
order, a l l  master cartons shall be palletized for shipent. 
IRtst be securely banded to the pallets. 
on one pallet. 
The cartons 
No more than 500 reels may shipped 
5.5.1 Pallet Description, 
3/4 -inch board on top and bottcan, chmbemd on outer edges w i t h  three (3) 
each 2 by 4 stringers - one (1) in the middle. 
securely bandsd to the pallet. 
The pallets are to  be 42 inches by 48 inches, 
Ihe boards shall be 
6.1 Ordering Data. Fwxhasers s h a d  exercise the preferred options 
permitted herein and include the following infomation in the pmcumment 
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A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Ti t l e ,  nmber, and date of this specification 
Q u a n t i t y o f t a p e s = & = d  
Tape Designator (pamqnph 1.2) 
Width required (pamqmph 1.2) . 
Rsel or hub required (ParagraFh 1.2) 
L=Gm required (P=%Pm 1.2) 
Inspection responsibility (paragraph 4.3) 
packaging and packing =@-=d (paragraphs 5.1, 5.2, 
5.3 and 5.5) 
special Markings - i f  required (FFW 5.4) 
6.2 Contract Awards. With to  products requiring qualification, 
awards w i l l  be made only for such prpctucts as have, prior to the time set 
for opening of bids, been tested and approved for indlusion in the 
W i f i e d  Pmducts List N?WI/GFC/JPL QPIXM- whether or not such 
pmdLI&S have actually been so tested by that date. The attention of 
suppliers is called to this 
arrarrge to have the pmdLI&S that they prapose to offer to the cpvernmnt 
tested for qualification in o m  that they may be eligible to be awarded 
contracts or orders for the produds memd by this specification. 
organization responsible for the Qualified Pmducts List is the Goddard 
Space Flight Center, Magnetic Tape Certificatim Facility (MIICF), Code 
562.2, Greenbelt, MD 20771. 
qualification can be mined fKm this organization. 
andmamfacturezsareuqedto 
The 
to P- 
. .  Information perbmmg 
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TABT%I.  TkStandExarmM ' t i a n c r i t e r i a  
Wrkmansh 'p and Generdl Examination 3.1.9 
Wina 3.4.1 
waurd Pile Welope 3.4.1.1 
LencJth 3.4.2.1 
'T' value 3.4.2.6 
output Level U n i f O n n i Q  3.5.5 
NonunifonniQ 3.5.6 
special Inspection 
Level s-1 
a, 4.0
Width 
Slitting 
lkpekic properties * 
Modulus of Flexibility 
I-ongi t l A h a I . c ! l l n E l ~  
Electrid Resistan=e 
Iayerto-Layer Adhesion 
Sensitivity 
wavelength Fksponse 
Signal-*Noise Ratio 
Ixrrability 
3.4.2.2 
3.4.3 
3.4.4 
3.4.7 
3.4.9 
3.4.10/3.4.11 
3.4.12 
3.5.1 
3.5.2 
3.5.4 
3.5.8 
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TABIEI. TestandExamlna ' ticnCriteria (&'a) 
No& IMpeCtion 
Level 1 
AQL 0.40 
splices 3.1.6 
3.1.10 
Frictianal V i b r a t i c m  3.1.11 
physical Damage 
3.4.16 -ge 
OtherTedsand- ' tion 
special Inspction 
Level s-1 
AQL 4.0 
Flmrmable Materids 3.1.4.3 
m i l e  S t m q t h  3.4.5 
shock Tensile 3.4.6 
Elongation U n i e r  Stress 
U d i t y  stabil i ty 
Abrasivity . 
3.4.8 
3.4.13 
3.4.14 
Fl;mgus-- 3.4.15 
Iawto-Iayer Signal Transfer 3.5.3 
E n V h W  Ektrmes 3.5.7 
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11. preparation for Delivery Defects 
Defects 
Interior €tickaging use of inpxuper or defective materials. 
Quantity in unit amtamer nutas 
specified. 
Quantity in shiwing Cxmbmer nutas 
specified. 
c3ushioning hadequate for the physical 
pmtection of the item. 
unsealed, pmctued,  or improperly sealed 
bag, m p  or envelope. 
Damaged or otherwise defective reels. 
Exterior packing 
use of inpruper or defective materials. 
Type, grade, class ard *le of shi&ng 
aontainer not as specified. 
Marking incorrect; incanplete, illegible, 
canitted, impmpr size, location, sequence, 
or method of application. 
Inadequate application of CcBnpOnents su& 
as: 
~ncanplete closure of case liners or 
corrtainer flaps, loose or hadequate 
sealing, strapping or stapling. 
wilged or distorted containers. 
' 
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T?iBLE 111. Letter Indicators - Reel Types and Sizes 
Indicator 
-11 
-11 
-11 
' -11 
UCP-I1 
10.5 in. A l b  3 in. 
Precision 
12.5 in. A l l l m i n m  3 in. 
Precision 
14 in. . A l b  3 in. 
Precision 
15 h. A l b  3 in. 
Precision 
16 in. Alumjnum 3 in. 
precision 
Straight 
Straight 
straight 
stmight 
Straight 
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the  procurement of wide  channel bandwidth one-inch video magnetic recording tapes 
%or Very Long Base Interferometer (VI'BI) system appl icat ions.  
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used f o r  the QPL and acceptance t e s t i n g  of new d i g i t a l  tapes;  and NASA TM-100702 i s  
used f o r  the  QE and acceptance t e s t i n g  of new IBM/IBM compatible 3480 magnetic tape 
car t r idges .  
new w i d e  channel bandwidth one-inch video magnetic recording tapes.  
video tapes used by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), t h e  Deep Space Network ( D S N  
and the Haystack Obsenratory w i l l  be  covered by t h i s  spec i f ica t ion .  
s t a t i o n s  w i l l  use the video tapes f o r  t h e i r  V L B I  system appl icat ions.  The V L B I  s y s t e  
i s  used f o r  the tracking of quasars i2nd the support of interplanetary exploration. 
The purpose of t h i s  spec i f ica t ion  i s  t o  e s t a b l i s h  standards and controls  f o r  
The Magnetic Tape 
This spec i f ica t ion  w i l l  be used f o r  the QPL and acceptance tes t fng  of 
The one-inch 
These NASA 
One-inch video tapes,  Very-Long-Base 
Interferometer (VLBI), wide-channel 
bandwidth, 
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